Hi Midge,

In regards to the MOA, we have essentially accomplished our MOA goals #2 and #3 and we're working on the others. No further action needs to be done on either of these goals, except that #3b needs ongoing oversight.

The common template looks good to me.

Our goals #2 and #3 are as follows:

2. Clarify Content of Cross-Listed Courses:

   a. The Business, Ethics and Society course, listed as REL228, MGT228, and PHI228, when taught as a Religious Dimensions course will be clearly brought into conformity with the overall learning goals and outcomes of the domain and will be clearly distinguished from courses that better fit under the Philosophical Inquiry domain.

3. Curriculum:

   a. The Religious Dimensions Advisory Committee will submit a proposal to the Liberal Studies Council to change the domain's two category names. "Patterns and Problems" will become "Religious and Ethical Questions". "Traditions in Context" will become "Religious Traditions."

   b. The Advisory Committee will require faculty to identify on the syllabus which category requirement their course fulfills. The Advisory Committee will also require faculty to discuss the category and its relationship to the particular course with students during the first session of the course.

   c. The Advisory Committee will create or redesignate eight introductory 100 level courses that clearly introduce the domain to students without a Religious Studies background and that are primarily intended to satisfy Liberal Studies requirements.